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there are many choices under the
themes section and you can save

them to your computer or use them
immediately. the airport textures for

the themes are located within the
game files for each theme and can be

downloaded for free. all the airport
textures are compatible with fsx and

fs2004, so you can use them in any of
your favorite flight simulators. the app

also has a web interface where you
can manage all your airports. you can

create, delete, edit, and merge
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airports, assign them to a group, and
change their names. the web

interface also has a list of all the
airport textures and all the airport
themes. the web interface also lets
you add and delete airport names,

airport icons, and airport textures. it's
a really nice upgrade for default

airports and frame rate friendly. the
taxiways and runways textures are

better than in texture direct. the
difference between runways and

taxiways lighting are also better than
in texture direct. if you have rex

products already, the interface will be
really familiar. i do recommend this
product as long as you don't mind

some major airports remaining with
some default textures and you get a

little nice discount if you have
purchased rex products before from
simmarket. -raul daumont once the

download has been unwrapped, an on-
screen box instructs to select

prerequisites to be installed. the
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menu list below this was blank so i
moved on to the next install sequence
screen with no ill effect. i did send an

inquiry to rex aski9ng to what this
referred and received only a non-
specific response that if there had

been prerequisites needed to
complete the install they would have

shown up in the menu but since it was
blank there were no prerequisites

needed. there was no explanation as
to what these prerequisites could be
potentiallyso if you have entries in

this menu i would be curious to know
what they are.
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